
  

*Phenology:  The study of periodic biological phenomena such as flowering, breeding and migration especially as related to climate. 
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ELOISE BUTLER WILDFLOWER GARDEN AND BIRD SANCTUARY 

WEEKLY GARDEN HIGHLIGHTS 
Phenology* notes for the week of September 26th to October 13th, 2018 

 

 The end of September and beginning of October have been particularly cold, wet and cloudy. 

The National Weather Service reports it has been 9 degrees cooler than usual, dropping steeply by the 

end of September, from the 92 degree high we experienced earlier in the month to an almost-frosty 

night at 36. Temperatures dipped below freezing on October 11, with flurries sighted in the Twin 

Cities. We have also been racking up more cloudy days than usual. Those clouds have brought extra 

rain, already exceeding the average precipitation for October and outpacing the fall average by 5 

inches. One oddly warm day, a muggy 79 degrees, brought a thunderstorm with 60-mph winds that 

blew many leaves from the trees. Still, many maples, ironwood, hickories and tamaracks are in full red 

and gold glory.  

 Now that the day length and temperatures mirror those of spring, marsh marigold and forget-

me-not have reappeared in the wetland. In the woodland, the frothy white sprays of American 

bugbane are still blooming, along with Ontario aster, large-leaved aster, white wood aster, and zig-zag 

goldenrod. More witch hazel trees have lit up with their spidery yellow blooms. In the wetland, red 

turtlehead and great blue lobelia continue to bloom. The upland holds the greatest array of color, with 

bright purple New England aster, blue bottle gentian and chicory, yellow brown- and black-eyed 

Susans, showy and Canada goldenrod, Jerusalem artichoke, and butter-and-eggs, red clover, and white 

panicle aster.  

 Birders continue to monitor migration in and around the Garden. These past two weeks, 

hundreds of white-throated sparrows have been seen moving through in flocks. Ruby-crowned, 

orange-crowned, and golden-crowned kinglets have been sighted. Yellow-rumped warblers are still in 

the area, and a Tennessee warbler was noted near Anwatin school. Other special guests included the 

hermit thrush, red-breasted nuthatch, fox sparrow, and blue-headed vireo. In the upland, Lincoln’s 

sparrow and song sparrow were seen. In the wetland north of the Garden, Saturday birders noted 

swamp sparrow and a flock of mallards. Birds on the wing included Canada geese, sharp-shinned and 

red-tailed hawks, and wood duck. Faithful friends remain in and around the Garden: black-capped 

chickadee, American robin, blue jay, Northern flicker, and red-bellied, downy, hairy, and pileated 

woodpeckers.  

 Fall is fungi season, revealing a world of wacky shapes, colors and textures. Dog’s nose fungus 

looks just like its name, black and moist with resin. Another unusual fungus among us is the coral-pink 

merulius, which naturalists here have taken to calling “the Rubber Shrimp” after its color and texture. 

On the New Moon walk this week, visitors were able to see the styptic panus mushroom glow in the 

dark. This small mushroom is unassuming by day, but by night it emits dim light using the same 

bioluminescent chemical as fireflies. Along Violet Way, huge resinous polypore mushrooms, some over 

a foot wide, are growing out of a fallen tree. Also known as the late fall polypore, they are velvety 

and spongy to the touch, dripping resin onto the red-brown backs of mushrooms below. Although 

many mushrooms are inedible, some others are delicious, and the Garden is a great place to study 

what they look like, though we ask you to not harvest any here in order to support the spirit of 

learning. Blewits, chicken of the woods, and hen of the woods are three edible species that fruited here 

recently. Don’t be fooled by the potatoes you may see studding the ground…potato earthballs, that is. 

They aren’t as edible as their namesake.  

 The Garden is open weekends through the end of the month, with continued programming. 

Join us for an end-of-the-season tour! 


